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What do you do when
volatility increases?
“Volatility” might be the word of the

you were not in the loop to learn about

of new regulations that allow more

year for investors in 2017. As traditional

these opportunities, you would not have

investors to participate in these

equity markets struggle to stabilize,

had access to these lucrative investments.

traditionally private investments.

Diversifying into these private investment

If you are seeking to complement a

investors are looking for better ways
to preserve and increase their wealth.

markets can help you achieve true

traditional stock and bond portfolio

I thought about entitling this white paper

diversification because these investments

with the addition of hard assets,

“Your Guide To Sleeping Better At Night,”

have little to no correlation with Wall

consider which alternative investments

but then no one would be able to tell

Street. Alternative investments are highly

would meet your criteria and goals.

from the title what it was actually about.

sought by investors who want to truly
diversify their portfolio across asset

In the last few years, amazing new

classes, not just superficially diversify

opportunities have emerged in the

within a single, unpredictable asset class.

private investment market! Typically

You will find some of the more popular

these investments could only be shared

More and more affluent investors are

within pre-existing relationships and if

seeking to diversify this way because

investments outlined on the next page.
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HOW CAN YOU INVEST IN THE
ALTERNATIVE ASSET CLASS

1.

Direct (physical) ownership of
the asset such as collectibles,

Fixed income opportunities
with notes, dividends, or

antiques, precious metals,

debentures. This is an

real estate, and gems.

optimal opportunity for a

The challenge with direct

busy professional seeking

ownership is the safe

a passive approach to

storage, management, and

investing in alternatives.

maintenance of the asset.
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2.
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3.

Fractionalized investment
through private equity

4.

Leverage through
futures and commodities

or private placements

contracts. This is only for

(syndications). Another

the advanced, technical

passive approach which

investor willing to accept

has gained in popularity

more risks and volatility.

for many to diversify in the
alternative asset class to
generate income and growth.
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DIFFERENT CLASSES OF
ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS

More investors are considering the alternative
class because of the diverse opportunities it
offers and the new SEC regulations that allow
more investors access to this asset class.
This unique class of investments is very broad and includes:

Hedge Funds - Timber, Oil, Natural Gas
Precious Metals - Commodities & Financial Futures
Private Equity - Art & Antiques
Venture Capital - Gems
Real Estate - Collectibles
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LIMITED ACCESS

While some alternative classes such

Private equity, hedge funds, venture

An obstacle for many investors is that

as collectibles, art, and gems can be

capital, and private investment funds

they lack the knowledge and expertise

purchased directly by any investor,

often have suitability requirements

about what they are investing in.

regulators have reserved access to

such as income level, net worth,

Additionally, most investors do not have

some alternative investments for the

and investment minimums. Unless

the time necessary to identify, analyze,

affluent and sophisticated investor.

you meet those standards, you may

and manage these types of investments.

not be permitted access to these
unique investment opportunities.
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VALUATION
Each class of alternative investments has its own degree of volatility and risk.
Valuation should be your first consideration. If the value of the asset is too
difficult to determine, or the value is subjective depending on the person or
entity, that may be reason enough to avoid adding it to your portfolio.
VALUAT I ONS CAN B E VOL AT I L E...

Valuation for classes such as collectibles, art, and gems can be difficult to
determine. In contrast, some alternative assets do have a tangible value that
can be easily established. Real estate is one of the easiest classes to determine
value and the income is predictable. These qualities make real estate private
placements one of the most popular investments in the alternative asset class.
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AVOIDING ASSETS WITH
HIGH VOLATILITY
Commodities, natural resources,
metals, and hedge funds are
examples of those classes that can
have a high degree of volatility.
If you are seeking to avoid classes
that are constantly in a state of
flux and are generally affected by
the media, disruption in the Middle
East, weather, and changes on Wall
Street, it would be wise to consider
local investment opportunities –
investments where you know the
area and can verify the opportunity.

PRIVATE
OPPORTUNITIES

Private investments are often

Well-connected and informed investors

overlooked because financial planners

are those that have access to the most

and investment advisors do not

local opportunities, especially in dynamic

offer them, since they cannot receive

markets such as those we target. Due to

commissions from their referrals.

limited availability, these investments
are often fully subscribed by business
associates and friends through referrals.
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ACCESSIBILITY

What happens when a mutual

Four Peaks Partners, LLC is

fund underperforms? Is the fund

managed by local fund managers

manager’s reputation tarnished

with whom you can speak directly.

Will potential investors abstain

If their funds underperform, their

from funds he/she manages in the

reputations are on the line.

future? Not likely, because most
do not even consider the fund
manager when choosing a fund.
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FORCED APPRECIATION

If you invest in Nike stock, what
can you do to really influence the
outcome of that investment? Buy
Nike shoes or other Nike products?
Your impact would be negligible.
Compare that impact with a private
equity fund that is investing in local
real estate. Local managers can
increase the value of the property
directly by improving it structurally
or repositioning it for a different
use, such as generating monthly
income or selling it for a profit.
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COMPETITION

RETURNS

If you are an individual investor

In normal investments, investors either seek out

attempting to time the traditional

returns through dividends or capital gains through

market, you are at a huge disadvantage.

appreciation. In the past investors found attractive returns

Your competition is Wall Street’s best

through bonds and bank certificates of deposit.

minds and sophisticated computer
algorithms; automatic trading platforms

In today’s environment alternative investments

that make decisions within fractions of

can offer investors a fixed-return through notes or

a second, with which even the fastest

debentures. Otherwise one may consider annuities.

and brightest minds cannot compete.
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TAX INSIGHTS
Traditional investments do not offer preferential tax
treatment. You cannot achieve close to zero tax rates
on the investment without a true loss of capital.
But in certain asset classes of the alternative
world, you can invest in tax-efficient investments
to take advantage of leverage, depreciation,
government incentives, and long-term capital
gains treatments. Contact a Four Peaks Partners,
LLC representative for more information.
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DIVERSIFICATION

INFLATION HEDGE

Attempts to diversify your portfolio
with correlated investments

Some traditional and most

With the Adjusted Monetary

will often just offset the losses

alternative investments

Base (the sum of currency

without realizing any gains.

can offer a hedge against

in circulation plus deposits

inflation. There are certain

held by banks) quadrupling

True diversification comes when

asset classes that perform

since 2008, many have been

you choose investments with little

better in low to moderate

forecasting inflationary

correlation to your current holdings.

inflationary times and

times and some expect

By choosing an investment with

others that perform better

hyperinflation. Either way,

little to no correlation, investors can

during hyperinflation.

it may be a good time

turn a lack-luster portfolio into one

Positioning your portfolio

to consider diversifying

with steady gains and insulation

for the future is critical

into assets that offset

from the effects of Wall Street.

when inflation is a strong

these forecasts.

possibility, as it is today.

LIQUIDITY
Liquidity is actually a con against

arises. Ask a member of the PFour

most alternative asset investments.

Peaks Partners, LLC team for more

While you’ll discover that assets

information on the demand option.

in the alternative sector can be
difficult to liquidate, Four Peaks

It’s wise to plan and structure

Partners, LLC offers investors

your investments broadly to

a demand option to assist in

insure you have enough liquidity

liquidation when the unexpected

to cover unplanned events.
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STRATEGIES
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Certain alternative investment classes

Some investors have found alternative

can be complex to understand and have

investments reduced their overall portfolio

a wide range of risks. The objective

risk and offered the opportunity for increased

should be to use these products to

returns. Given the volatility that the U.S. stock

complement a traditional investment

market has been experiencing, now is the

portfolio to truly diversify your wealth.

time to explore alternative investments.
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OUR INVESTMENT
STRATEGY

INVESTOR
MANDATE

Proceeds raised from this Offering will be used to
purchase and develop residential real estate in the form of
mobile home parks to hold for income or sell for a profit.
Renovations or redevelopment of the assets may be required.
Four Peaks Partners, LLC seeks to generate consistent
sales as well as maintain a diversified portfolio
of income-producing assets in order to meet the
expectations of and obligations to our investors.
The Managers have significant experience developing
properties as well as identifying and acquiring
undervalued assets for buy and hold. The Fund
will leverage the Managers’ in-depth experience in
order to identify and evaluate such properties.

Our core mission is to acquire
undervalued assets, add more value
to them, provide excellent returns
to our partners, and return pride of
ownership to the communities.
We help investors discover new
opportunities, keep their assets safe
from the volatility of Wall Street, and
create their own economy. Through
this process we ultimately achieve
financial freedom together.

CONTACT
Four Peaks
Partners
If you are interested in learning more about

F O U R P E A K S PA RT N E R S, L LC

alternative investments or would like to

2885 Sanford Ave SW #38042

make an appointment to speak with one of

Grandville, MI 49418

our fund managers, contact us today.

(844) 209-3153

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT US ONLINE AT
FOURPEAKSPARTNERS.COM

All information contained herein is not to be construed as an offer or solicitation of an offer of securities. Any such
offer or solicitation will be made only after one has been qualified and received a confidential private offering
memorandum relating to that particular investment. Access to information about our investments is limited to
investors who qualify as accredited investors within the meaning of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended.
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